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The Collaborative Teacher Study Guide
This resource pinpoints the most vexing challenges teachers and educational coaches face
and offers practical advice for overcoming them.
"In The Big Book of Tools for Collaborative Teams in a PLC at Work, author William M. Ferriter
provides educators with a collection of tools and resources designed to strengthen the practice
of collaborative teams. Teachers working in a professional learning community (PLC) have the
capacity to improve learning for every student; however, teacher teams face many challenges
while striving to make a meaningful impact on learning. The tools in this book help educators
combat the problems that teams encounter and provide an explicit structure for learning teams.
Ferriter organizes the book around the four critical questions of PLCs, and each chapter
thoroughly explores core behaviors that efficient teams require and templates for extending the
work. By reading this book, educators will learn how to navigate the challenges their teams
face by receiving targeted support"-Practical strategies for teachers who share classroom teaching responsibilities Filled with downto-earth ideas, suggestions, strategies, and techniques, The Co-Teaching Book of Lists
provides educators with a hands-on resource for making the co-teaching experience a
success. Written by educator and popular teacher trainer Kathy Perez, this book gives
educators a classroom-tested and user-friendly reference for the co-taught classroom. Topics
covered include: roles and responsibilities; setting up the classroom; establishing classroom
climate; effective accommodations and modifications for students; goal-setting; negotiating
conflicts; scheduling issues; and more. Author Katherine Perez is a popular presenter and
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workshop leader for Bureau of Education and Research and Staff Development for Educators
Offers best practices and helpful strategies for making co-teaching a success Includes a
wealth of ideas that are both practical and easy to implement This easily accessible reference
presents numerous positive and ready-to-use tips, strategies, and resources for collaborative
teaching and student success.
Provides recommendations on ways to improve school performance.
The classic guide for designing robust science and mathematics professional development
programs! This expanded edition of one of the most widely cited resources in the field of
professional development for mathematics and science educators demonstrates how to design
professional development experiences for teachers that lead to improved student learning.
Presenting an updated professional development (PD) planning framework, the third edition of
the bestseller reflects recent research on PD design, underscores how beliefs and local factors
can influence PD design, illustrates a wide range of PD strategies, and emphasizes the
importance of: Continuous program monitoring Combining strategies to address diverse needs
Building cultures that sustain learning
With Foreword by Rebecca DuFour Amplify Your Impact presents K-12 educators and school
leadership with a collaborative approach to coaching teachers in their PLCs. The authors share
best practices and processes teams can rely on to ensure they are doing the right work in a
cycle of continuous improvement. Discover concrete action steps your school can take to
adopt proven collaborative coaching methods, fortify teacher teams, support leadership
development, and ultimately improve student learning in classrooms. Adopt a collaborative
team-teaching approach to coaching and leadership development: Gain insights from teachers
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and empirical evidence from schools that confirm the benefits of how coaching and refining
collaborative teams can strengthen PLCs. Use the Pathways Tool for Coaching Collaborative
Teams to guide your team's conversations and team-based learning. Learn how to develop
and use the strategy implementation guide (SIG) to map out your collaborative team success.
Analyze coaching scenarios that illustrate how to turn ineffective team meetings into positive
collaborative learning experiences. Increase instructional leadership development that
promotes reflective coaching and a collaborative approach. Contents: Introduction Part I: The
Why, How, and What of Coaching Collaborative Teams Chapter 1: Combining Coaching and
Collaboration Chapter 2: Coaching Collaborative Teams in a PLC Part II: The Framework for
Coaching Collaborative Teams Chapter 3: Amplifying Your Impact With Clarity Chapter 4:
Amplifying Your Impact With Feedback Chapter 5: Amplifying Your Impact With Support Part
III: Putting It All Together to Amplify Your Impact Chapter 6: Making it Real: Coaching
Scenarios Afterword References and Resources Index
Teacher Collaboration for Professional Learning contains the essential information, tools, and
examples teachers and school leaders need to create, manage, and sustain successful
collaborative groups. Designed to be a hands-on resource, this practical guide shows you how
to: Advocate for collaborative teacher learning Develop and sustain collaborative research
groups Organize and conduct productive research projects Address issues of ethics,
leadership, and group dynamics Evaluate and sustain collaborative learning activities Based
on data from a major survey, Teacher Collaboration for Professional Learning features
extensive case examples from model research communities collaborating within schools,
across districts, in partnership with universities, and as online networks. The book also offers a
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wealth of reproducible templates as well as reflection questions and exercises?invaluable tools
for organizing study groups.
Discover how Lesson Study benefits both students and teachers. Unlike scripted curricula that
strip teachers of professional decisionmaking, Lesson Study values teachers by expecting
them to be agents of improvement in their own classrooms. This resource empowers readers
to oppose reform efforts that minimize teacher agency by offering an evidence-based approach
to teacher-led instructional improvement. The text provides structures for attending to
students’ interests, knowledge, and values when planning, teaching, reflecting, and revising
instruction. It also shows educators how to use Lesson Study to design culturally responsive,
differentiated instruction for the K–12 classroom. Use this step-by-step guide to develop
professional learning communities; increase teacher motivation, efficacy, and knowledge; and
support improvement adapted to local contexts. Book Features: Guides readers through three
cycles of Lesson Study, taking teacher learning deeper with each cycle. Focuses on
developing student understanding that supports meaningful instruction across academic areas.
Emphasizes the utility of Lesson Study for informing culturally responsive instruction. Offers
examples from a variety of grade-levels and content areas, featuring both pre- and inservice
teachers. Includes additional resources and prompts in each chapter to guide application.

As states adopt more rigorous academic standards, schools must define how special
education fits into standards-aligned curricula, instruction, and assessment. Utilizing
PLC practices, general and special educators must develop collaborative partnerships
in order to close the achievement gap and maximize learning for all. The authors
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encourage all educators to take collective responsibility in improving outcomes for
students with special needs.
Dramatically improve schooling by harnessing the collective power of the High
Reliability SchoolsTM (HRS) model and the PLC at Work® process. Featuring some of
America's best educators, this anthology includes information, insights, and practical
suggestions for both PLCs and HRS. The overarching purpose is to demonstrate how
these two approaches, taken together, complement each other and support educators
in their efforts to create a culture of continuous improvement. Use this resource to
ensure a guaranteed and viable curriculum: Study the HRS and PLC practices with
guidance from numerous practitioners and experts, developing good teachers into great
teachers through a culture of accountability. Learn how to keep your school focused on
the right work in order to achieve learning for all through a continuous improvement
process. Understand how the HRS model can improve success with the PLC process
and how the PLC at Work process is the cornerstone of a high reliability school. Explore
the ways in which strong leaders can model and improve the why and how of PLC at
Work through a collaborative culture. Explore the five levels of the HRS model, and
then learn how to relate each level to PLC at Work process to improve education in
your school or district. Contents: Introduction: Professional Learning Communities at
Work and High Reliability Schools—Merging Best Practices for School Improvement by
Robert J. Marzano and Robert Eaker Part I: The Five Levels A Safe, Supportive, and
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Collaborative Culture 1. Culture Building in a High Reliability School by Mario Acosta 2.
Frames of Mind and Tools for Success: Organizational Culture in a PLC by Anthony
Muhammad Effective Teaching in Every Classroom 3. Six Steps for Effective Teaching
in Every Classroom by Toby Boss 4. Effective Teaching in a Professional Learning
Community by William M. Ferriter A Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum 5. Six Action
Steps for a Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum by Jan K. Hoegh 6. PLC, HRS, and a
Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum by Heather Friziellie and Julie A. Schmidt StandardsReferenced Reporting 7. A Multiyear Plan for Standards-Referenced Reporting by
Tammy Heflebower 8. Grading and Reporting for Learning in a PLC by Eric Twadell
Competency-Based Education 9. Personalized, Competency-Based Education by Mike
Ruyle 10. Preparation for Tomorrow: A Competency-Based Focus and PLCs by Mike
Mattos Part II: Professional Learning Communities, High Reliability Organizations, and
School Leadership 11. High Reliability Leadership by Philip B. Warrick 12. Leadership
in a PLC: Coherence and Culture by Timothy D. Kanold Part III: Professional Learning
Communities, High Reliability Organizations, and District Leadership 13. Leadership in
High Reliability School Districts by Cameron L. Rains 14. Leadership in a High
Performing PLC by Marc Johnson
This is a much-needed book for educators who want to learn more than just the surface
features of lesson study, to deepen the process and learning. Bringing together current
knowledge and resources from lesson study practitioners and researchers all over the
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world, this book provides models and examples of how teachers can learn more deeply
and how to support them to learn more in lesson study. The chapters connect current
research/educational theories to classroom practices and are filled with examples to
illustrate how deeper learning looks with lesson study; for example, highlighting the
research process, paying attention to educative talk, using of case pupils (students) as
the teachers’ focus, doing kyouzai kenkyuu well, facilitating mock-up lessons and so
forth. This is not a basic "how-to" handbook of lesson study, and readers can choose
chapters with topics of interest to learn and use the new ideas promptly in their work.
Coming from the global network of lesson study educators, the book not only provides
new learning guides but also provides stories of how lesson study has been adopted in
different cultures and educational contexts.
Your step-by-step guide to making collaboration work Collaborating for improved
student outcomes makes sense. But beyond theory, do you know where to begin?
Aligned to current Learning Forward standards and based on the latest research, this
book deconstructs the collaborative inquiry process. This step-by-step guide gives
facilitators tools to move teams toward purposeful, productive collaborative work with: A
clear and concise four-stage model that provides a structure for facilitating successful
collaborative inquiry Real-world examples from collaborative teams that model
components of each stage Clear, direct, and practitioner-focused tone with an
emphasis on action over theory
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Once considered designated storytellers, modern library professionals are emerging as
experts in technology integration, information literacy, and curriculum alignment.
Though, their collaboration with technology specialists and administrators continues to
be a struggle. Collaborative Models for Librarian and Teacher Partnerships brings
together best practices and innovative technological approaches in establishing the
media specialist-teacher partnership. Highlighting theoretical concepts of case based
learning, knowledge repositories, and professional learning communities; this book is
an essential practical guide for professional development specialists, administrators,
library media specialists, as well as teacher educators interested in maintaining and
developing collaborative instructional partnerships using emerging digital technologies.
Inclusion means more than just preparing students to pass standardized tests and
increasing academic levels. In inclusive classrooms, students with special educational
needs are treated as integral members of the general education environment. Gain
strategies to offer the academic, social, emotional, and behavioral benefits that allow all
students to achieve their highest potential.
You’ve just found your new comprehensive guide to designing powerful professional
learning! Full of protocols, vignettes, and case studies, this book dissects elements of
professional learning, like coherence, connections, and content, and examines each
through an evidence-based lens. Destined to become a go-to resource for anyone in a
teacher-support role, this book analyzes research from the past 25 years on what
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makes professional learning work. In addition to focusing on the often-neglected role of
the facilitator itself, other features include: A multi-year implementation framework to
improve instructional practice Planning tools to shift instruction at the school and district
level Techniques and strategies to embed content-based learning for all educators
The time of exclusive top-down leadership is over! Only teachers can transform
education from inside the classroom, and this book defines best practices of
collaborative teacher leadership. Specific techniques, supporting research, expert
insight, and real classroom stories illustrate how to work together for student learning,
create a guaranteed and viable curriculum, and use data to inform instruction.

Because teacher collaboration isn’t an option, it’s a MUST! EL authorities Maria
Dove and Andrea Honigsfeld take ESL teachers and their general education
colleagues step-by-step through building a successful collaboration—or improving
an existing one. And since no teaching team is exactly alike, you’ll find seven
collaborative models to choose from. Features include: • In-depth profiles of the
seven models • Advantages and challenges of each model • Clear explanations
of each teacher’s role • Tried-and-true strategies for the entire instructional
cycle: co-planning, co-instruction, co-assessment, and reflection • Real-life
accounts from co-teaching veterans • Accompanying videos and dedicated web
content
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Martha E. Snell is listed as the first author on the title page of the previous
edition.
Content-hosting websites, videoconferencing apps, grade- or subject-focused
social media accounts: with such a dizzying array of mechanical and virtual help
at our disposal, it can be a challenge for educators to know where to even start.
Educator and technology consultant Monica Burns can relate, which is why she
wrote this book: to share strategies, tools, and insights that teachers can use,
regardless of subject or grade level, to effectively incorporate technology in the
classroom. Focusing on the "three Cs" of technology implementation—creation,
curiosity, and collaboration—Tasks Before Apps offers K–12 teachers Detailed
advice for (and copious examples of) tech-infused lessons that help students
meet learning goals while also developing vital digital citizenship skills.
Customizable checklists and graphic organizers for planning tech-enabled
activities; choosing appropriate programs, devices, and platforms; and setting
unit and lesson goals. Recommendations for and links to apps and online
resources that can facilitate and energize learning. Reflection and brainstorming
questions for use in book clubs and PLC discussions. Knowing how to navigate
technology wisely—how to communicate effectively on posts and message
boards, locate credible information on search engines, and select efficient, costPage 10/23
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effective equipment—is essential for both teachers and students. Whether you are
a novice or a veteran, teach kindergarten students or high school seniors, this
book is an indispensable guide to furthering academic skills, social development,
and digital aptitude in the classroom.
Comparing the co-teaching relationship to a marriage, this resource offers a
lighthearted yet comprehensive perspective on setting up, conducting, and
maintaining a successful co-teaching partnership.
Create powerful teaching partnerships that promote success for every student in
inclusive classrooms! Ideal for both general and special education classrooms,
this indispensible resource integrates interpersonal skills, instructional design,
and teaching philosophy to guide educators through the beginning stages of coteaching relationships toward smooth collaboration. The authors provide proven
instructional strategies such as visuals, mnemonics, formative assessment, and
more, for use within co-teaching partnerships. Additional resources include:
Chapter activities and checklists for planning lessons Case studies from various
subject areas and grade levels to illustrate the realities of co-teaching Resources
such as books, videos, and helpful Web sites
Master flexible grouping and differentiation strategies to challenge every learner,
every day. Grouping learners purposefully throughout the school day based on
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their needs and the curriculum remains the single best way to differentiate
instruction. This guide will help teachers expertly use flexible grouping and
differentiation strategies to respond to students’ diverse learning needs, abilities,
and interests. Included are methods for creating groups based on assessment
data, planning group lessons and tiered assignments, engaging learners at all
levels, supporting personalized learning, grading collaborative work, and
communicating with parents about the benefits of groupwork and productive
struggle. Digital content contains all forms from the book and a PDF presentation.
A free online PLC/Book Study Guide is available at freespirit.com/PLC.
Response to intervention (RTI) is the most effective process for ensuring student
success, using differentiated instruction to provide the time and support
necessary. This comprehensive implementation guide covers every element
required to build a successful RTI at Work(tm) program in schools. The authors
share step-by-step actions for implementing the essential elements, instructional
strategies, and tools needed to support implementation, as well as tips for
engaging and supporting educators. Readers who valued the practical
knowledge in Learning by Doing: A Handbook for Professional Learning
Communities at Work(tm) (DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, Many, and Mattos) will
appreciate a similar style and practicality in Taking Action. This guide will help
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you incorporate the response to intervention process by allowing you to:
Understand how RTI at Work(tm) builds on the PLC at Work(tm) process.
Response to intervention or RTI (also known as multi-tiered system of supports
or MTSS) is the most effective process for ensuring student success, using
differentiated instruction to provide the time and support necessary. This
comprehensive implementation guide covers every element required to build a
successful RTI at Work(tm) system of support in schools. The authors share stepby-step actions for implementing the essential elements, instructional strategies,
and tools needed to support implementation, as well as tips for engaging and
supporting educators. Readers who valued the practical knowledge in Learning
by Doing: A Handbook for Professional Learning Communities at Work(tm)
(DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, Many, and Mattos) will appreciate a similar style and
practicality in Taking Action. This guide will help you incorporate the response to
intervention process by allowing you to: Understand how RTI at Work(tm) builds
on the PLC at Work(tm) process. Review the revised RTI at Work(tm) pyramid
and its three RTI tiers. Learn what roles teacher teams, leadership teams, and
schoolwide teams play in a multi-tiered intervention structure. Understand the
differences among intervention, extension, prevention, and enrichment. Avoid
common missteps when implementing RTI (or MTSS). Consider why an
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achievement gap remains in 21st century education and how the RTI process
can close that gap. Contents: Introduction Chapter 1: The RTI at Work(tm)
Pyramid Chapter 2: A Culture of Collective Responsibility Part One: Tier 1
Essential Actions Chapter 3: Tier 1 Teacher Team Essential Actions Chapter 4:
Tier 1 Schoolwide Essential Actions Part Two: Tier 2 Essential Actions Chapter
5: Tier 2 Teacher Team Essential Actions Chapter 6: Tier 2 Schoolwide Essential
Actions Part Three: Tier 3 Essential Actions Chapter 7: Tier 3 Schoolwide
Essential Actions Chapter 8: Tier 3 Intervention Team Essential Actions Epilogue
References and Resources Review the revised RTI at Work(tm) pyramid and its
three RTI tiers. Learn what roles teacher teams, leadership teams, and
schoolwide teams play in a tiered intervention structure. Understand the
differences among intervention, extension, prevention, and enrichment. Avoid
common missteps when implementing RTI. Consider why an achievement gap
remains in 21st century education and how the RTI process can close that gap.
Contents: Introduction Chapter 1: The RTI at Work(tm) Pyramid Chapter 2: A
Culture of Collective Responsibility Part One: Tier 1 Essential Actions Chapter 3:
Tier 1 Teacher Team Essential Actions Chapter 4: Tier 1 Schoolwide Essential
Actions Part Two: Tier 2 Essential Actions Chapter 5: Tier 2 Teacher Team
Essential Actions Chapter 6: Tier 2 Schoolwide Essential Actions Part Three: Tier
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3 Essential Actions Chapter 7: Tier 3 Schoolwide Essential Actions Chapter 8:
Tier 3 Intervention Team Essential Actions Epilogue References and Resources
Build a community in your school and improve learning outcomes with this onestop sourcebook that features the latest educational issues, new research-based
strategies and activities, and more!
This companion to the bestselling differentiated instruction guide features step-by-step training
activities, guidelines for individualized support, research-based responses to concerns,
evaluation tools, and coaching tips.
The drive for change has informed human endeavour throughout history. From fields to
factories to offices, people have always asked how to make things better. This innovative book
offers a step by step guide for recognising the need for transformational change and kickstarting a course of implementation that leads to the creation of a productive, just and
sustainable future for the given community. Drawing on over 300 cases of transformational
change planned-for and supported through the process of collective learning, the book shows
how a collective learning model based on open learning among diverse interests can improve
communication and achieve lasting system change. Part one of the book outlines the theory
and practice of collective learning, drawing on the experiential learning cycle developed by
David Kolb. The practice follows the rules of open space learning, dialogue and valuing
diversity and is flexible, allowing adaptation to different situations. Case studies in Part two
provide examples of collective learning leading to transformational change in a wide range of
contexts, from cities to councils to organisations. Part three offers thirty-three activities on
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which the programme designers can draw in the course of guiding transformational change,
from team building, to community development, monitoring, evaluation and cross-cultural
learning This guidebook differs from the traditional management of change. Not only does the
process begin with sharing ideals, only later proceeding to implementation, but it also actively
harnesses the full set of interests in planning direct action, seeking constructive collaboration
not consensus. This groundbreaking guidebook is designed to be fun, accessible and
engaging for both students and professionals in the fields of administration and governance.
Help ELLs achieve success with an integrated, collaborative program! Teacher collaboration
and co-teaching are proven strategies for helping students with diverse needs achieve
academically. Now this practical resource provides a step-by-step guide to making
collaboration and co-teaching work for general education teachers and English as a second
language (ESL) specialists to better serve the needs of English language learners (ELLs). The
authors address the fundamental questions of collaboration and co-teaching, examine how a
collaborative program helps ELLs learn content while meeting English language development
goals, and offer information on school leaders' roles in facilitating collaboration schoolwide.
Featuring six in-depth case studies, this guide helps educators: Understand the benefits and
challenges of collaborative service delivery Choose from a range of strategies and
configurations, from informal planning and collaboration to a fully developed co-teaching
partnership Use templates, planning guides, and other practical tools to put collaboration into
practice Evaluate the strategies' success using the guidelines, self-assessments, and
questionnaires included Collaboration and Co-Teaching helps ESL, ELL, and general
education teachers combine their expertise to provide better support for their ELLs!
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The sequel to Pyramid Response to Intervention advocates that a successful RTI model
begins by asking the right questions to create a fundamentally effective learning environment
for every student. RTI is not a series of implementation steps, but rather a way of thinking.
Understand why bureaucratic, paperwork-heavy, compliance-oriented, test-score-driven
approaches fail. Then learn how to create a focused RTI model that works.
Collaboration drives progress in every area of life and industry. From business to politics,
collaboration is an in-demand skill that today's students need--so why does the modern
education system focus almost exclusively on individual tasks and assessments that leave
students unprepared for the collaborative world? Maybe it's because of how difficult group work
has been to plan, manage, and assess. In The Collaborative Classroom, Trevor Muir brings to
light the dynamic possibilities that occur when students learn to work together. Muir shares
how to teach students to do it effectively so that teachers can actually love group work. He
shares the tools, techniques, processes, and inspiration developed from his own classroom
and from the insights and experience gained from master educators and industry leaders. This
book is for you if you want to . . . Effectively manage collaborative work time Design the
optimal groups Help students give and receive constructive criticism Facilitate student-led
collaborative class discussions Empower all students, introverts and extroverts from any grade
and any subject area, to purposefully and meaningfully collaborate "The Collaborative
Classroom is a practical guide for teaching all students--whether in a K-12, college, or beauty
school---to combine their gifts and successfully collaborate." --Winn Claybaugh, founder and
dean of Paul Mitchell Schools "Trevor skillfully provides the blueprint for intentional teaching of
collaboration skills by sharing a repertoire of strategies, resources, and tools that are eminently
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practical and yield a higher level of problem solving. . . . This is a must-read for any teacher or
administrator." --Kim Austin, principal of Kate Waller Barrett Elementary School "Trevor Muir
has crafted a practical guide that helps teachers tackle one of the biggest challenges they face:
how to cultivate meaningful collaboration. As a master storyteller, he shares powerful
examples of what happens when teachers take collaboration to the next level with their
students." --John Spencer, professor and coauthor of Launch and Empower
Teacher Rounds: Powerful peer-to-peer teacher professional development! Teachers are
ready to be in the driver’s seat as leaders of their own learning—and their best professional
development resources may be their own classrooms and colleagues. With Teacher Rounds
methodology, teachers learn with and from each other through classroom observation and
inquiry and develop a trusted community of practice. Scholar-teacher Thomas Del Prete
outlines every aspect of this ongoing, collaborative approach: Step-by-step guidance and tools
for implementing Teacher Rounds Insights on creating a positive environment for honest
feedback A wealth of examples from a high-performing school and across all grade levels and
disciplines
Meet instructional challenges effectively and efficiently by uncovering hidden time for meeting
individual students' needs. With small groups, you'll work closely with more children each day
with her how-tos on using formative assessment to create groups from common needs;
differentiating for individuals, even in a group; and enhancing Tier 1 and Tier 2 instruction.
What will it take to create truly contemporary learning environments that meet the demands of
21st-century society, engage learners, and produce graduates who are prepared to succeed in
the world? What skills and capacities do teachers and leaders need to create and sustain such
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schools? What actions are necessary? Bold Moves for Schools offers a compelling vision that
answers these questions—and action steps to make the vision a reality. Looking through the
lenses of three pedagogies—antiquated, classical, and contemporary—authors Heidi Hayes
Jacobs and Marie Hubley Alcock examine every aspect of K–12 education, including
curriculum, instruction, assessment, and the program structures of space—both physical and
virtual—time, and grouping of learners and professionals. In a new job description for teachers,
Jacobs and Alcock highlight and expound on the following roles: self-navigating professional
learner, social contractor, media critic and media maker, innovative designer, globally
connected citizen, and advocate for learners and learning. With thought-provoking proposals
and practical strategies for change, Bold Moves for Schools sets educators on the path to
redefining their profession and creating exciting new learning environments. The challenge is
unprecedented. The possibilities are unlimited.

Your English Language Learners are counting on you and your fellow educators to
collaborate effectively. The increasing English language learner (ELL) population
means schools need proven systems for ensuring that the students of the future are
able to thrive. One of the most promising approaches is this collaborative one,
pioneered by America’s leading authorities on collaboration and co-teaching for ELL
achievement. Honigsfeld and Dove’s resources in this book include: Tools for creating
a collaborative service delivery that will enable you to address ELLs unique needs The
latest research findings on best instructional strategies that benefit ELLs Leadership
vignettes documenting authentic practices from around the US Professional learning
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activities (for teams or individuals) to enhance their collaborative practices for the sake
of ELLs With this book the authors offer a leadership companion to their best-selling
teacher’s guide, Collaboration and Co-Teaching: Strategies for English Learners,
developed for general education and English as a second language (ESL) teachers.
This inspiring book presents the concept of a heartprint -- the distinctive impression that
an educator's heart leaves on students and colleagues during his or her professional
career. For teachers, understand how teacher motivation, teacher-student relationships,
and collaborative teaching all affect your self-efficacy, career, and professional
development. For school leaders and administrators, discover your impact on staff,
students, and school culture as you progress in your career and gain perspective on
creating sustainable change. Examine the 5 HEART aspects of your professional life:
Happiness: a passion for teaching, a purpose, and a desire to positively impact
education Engagement: teacher motivation, energy, and effort necessary to impact
student learning Alliances: relationships, collaborative teaching, and teacher support
Risk: vision-focused risk taking to create sustainable change in schools Thought: the
knowledge and professional development integral to advancing your career Discover
Your Answer to the Question "Why Teach" and Advance Your Career in Education:
Reflect on your journey and the personal and professional qualities of the teacher or
leader you want to be. Discover your distinctive heartprint on your students and
colleagues, and decide what the qualities of a good teacher are for you. Gain personal
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development plan ideas and inspirational insights from Dr. Kanold as well as dozens of
thought leaders and researchers. Connect your professional life to each chapter and
reconnect to the emotion, passion, energy, growth, and collaborative intimacy expected
when joining the teaching profession. Build collective teacher efficacy and academic
optimism by using the resource as a book study for professional development.
Contents: Part 1: H Is for Happiness Chapter 1: The Happiness Dilemma Chapter 2:
The Happiness-Passion Connection Chapter 3: What's Love Got to Do With It? Chapter
4: Got Compassion? Check! Chapter 5: Wanted--Persons of Positive Character and
Hope Chapter 6: The Joy-Gratitude-Stability Connection Chapter 7: Why Should We
Weep? Final Thoughts: The World Happiness Report Part 2: E Is for Engagement
Chapter 8: Gallup Says--Full Engagement Not Ahead Chapter 9: Getting Engaged!
Chapter 10: It's Energy, Not Time Chapter 11: Name That Energy Quadrant Chapter
12: Avoid the Quadrant III Drift Chapter 13: Quadrant II Time Required Chapter 14:
Grit--Deliberate Daily Practice Final Thoughts: The MTXE Perspective Part 3: A Is for
Alliances Chapter 15: The Primary Purposes of Collaboration Chapter 16:
PLCs--Serving the Greater Good Chapter 17: Oh, the Inequity Places We'll Go!
Chapter 18: Reduce Our Professional Noise Chapter 19: Relational Intelligence
Required Chapter 20: What Are Those Black Boxes? Chapter 21: Celebration--Making
Above and Beyond the Norm the Norm Final Thoughts: Why Helping Others Drives Our
Success Part 4: R Is for Risk Chapter 22: What's in a Goal? Chapter 23: Shared
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Purpose--Each and Every Child Can Learn Chapter 24: Results or Persons? Chapter
25: The Risk-Vision Dependency Chapter 26: Build Trust the Millennial Way Chapter
27: Fixed or Growth Mindset? Chapter 28: Warning--Entropy Ahead! Final Thoughts: A
Sense of Urgency Part 5: T Is for Thought Chapter 29: Your Great Adventure! Chapter
30: Your Voice of Wisdom Chapter 31: Clean Up the Climate Chapter 32: Become a
Feedback Fanatic Chapter 33: Yours, Mine, and Ours Final Thoughts: Hold the Mayo!
Revised ed. of: Comprehension & collaboration.
In this dynamic keynote from Solution Tree's 2016 PLC at Work(TM) Institute in
Arizona, Richard DuFour confronts the criticisms that American educators and public
schools have faced in the 21st century. A companion to Richard DuFour's best-selling
book, In Praise of American Educators, the video highlights what educators have
accomplished despite unprecedented challenges and what they can do to be even
better. See and hear Richard DuFour present his thoughts on education in America:
Review evidence for why the present generation of American educators has
accomplished more than previous generations Learn the steps that educators can take
to transform school culture and structure Consider how the collaborative culture of
professional learning communities can support student achievement Break down
assumptions surrounding the American education policies that have been set up for
school improvement Understand why the stakes for students have never been higher
Although most writing instructors know the benefits of collaborative learning and writing
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in college writing classes, many remain unsure how to implement collaborative
techniques successfully in the classroom. This collection provides a diversity of voices
that address the “how tos” of collaborative learning and writing by addressing key
concerns about the process. Fresh essays consider the importance of collaborative
work and peer review, the best ways to select groups in classes, integration of
collaborative learning techniques into electronic environments, whether group learning
and writing are appropriate for all writing classes, and ways special populations can
benefit from collaborative activities. Despite its challenges, collaborative learning can
prove remarkably effective and this study provides the advice to make it work smoothly
and successfully.
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